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Malomo 
Overview
Start making money, improving 

retention, and increasing brand affinity 

with your transactional touchpoints!



Overview
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On average, a customer will check their order status 4.6 times per order. This typically makes up 10-20% of our client’s total website traffic!

The standard out of the box Shopify set up is to have templated transactional emails and texts that drive customers to a generic looking Shopify 

order tracking page. By transitioning your transactional emails and texts into Klaviyo you’re able to achieve the following:

1) Additional transactional touchpoints. Shopify only supports certain endpoints from the carriers.

2) Mitigate customer service inquiries. Set up automatic “package delayed” email and texts based on the time an order has been in the 

transactional flow.

3) A/B testing and the ability to measure performance (i.e. CTR, Revenue, etc.)

4) Customization of transactional touchpoints. With Shopify, your transactional messages will look the same for all customers. By moving 

them into Klaviyo, you can customize the messaging based on all of the data you have on a customer (i.e. Subscription customer vs 

one-shot customer).

5) Custom order tracking pages! As an extension of this personalization, you can drive customers to an order tracking page that is filled with 

additional brand content, product cross and up-sells, social proof, and more.

Your transactional emails, texts, and order tracking pages should be driving a significant amount of revenue for your store while also 

improving retention, brand affinity, and more!



Messaging
Set Up
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Transactional Messaging Set Up
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Here is an example of the Soylent order pre-transit 

transactional flow.

We are conditionally splitting the flow by whether or not they 

are an active subscription customer or a one-shot customer. 

This allows the emails/texts to be more relevant while also 

sending customers to unique order tracking pages.

We also have a 3 day delay in place that if the order has not 

moved out of this state yet that an automatic “We’re sorry for 

the delay” message gets sent out to mitigate customer 

service tickets!

All of this resulted in a 12% CTR!



Tracking 
Pages
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Custom Order Tracking Pages
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Not only can you customize the content in the emails and texts, 

but you can drive customers to order tracking pages that drive to 

certain CTAs based on properties you have on them in Klaviyo.

With Soylent, we have separate order tracking pages for one-shot 

versus subscription customers.

For one-shot customers, we have a main banner CTA driving to the 

subscription program. Then, throughout the rest of the page we 

have dynamic product recommendations powered by Rebuy and 

additional brand content.

For subscription customers, the page is primarily dedicated to 

continuing brand education while also promoting the referral 

program.

This resulted in a 54X ROI!

ONE-SHOT TRACKING PAGE

SUBSCRIPTION TRACKING PAGE



DOWNLOAD 
THE APP!
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https://malomo.grsm.io/brandon
https://malomo.grsm.io/brandon

